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Anomalous Transfer of Syntax between Languages

Awel Vaughan-Evans,1 Jan Rouke Kuipers,2 Guillaume Thierry,1 and Manon W. Jones1

1Bangor University, Gwynedd LL57 2AS, United Kingdom, and 2University of Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA, United Kingdom

Each human language possesses a set of distinctive syntactic rules. Here, we show that balanced Welsh-English bilinguals reading in English unconsciously apply a morphosyntactic rule that only exists in Welsh. The Welsh soft mutation rule determines whether the initial consonant of a noun changes based on the grammatical context (e.g., the feminine noun cat—“cat” mutates into gath in the phrase y gath—“the cat”). Using event-related brain potentials, we establish that English nouns artificially mutated according to the Welsh mutation rule (e.g., “concert” instead of “concert”) require significantly less processing effort than the same nouns implicitly violating Welsh syntax. Crucially, this effect is found whether or not the mutation affects the same initial consonant in English and Welsh, showing that Welsh syntax is applied to English regardless of phonological overlap between the two languages. Overall, these results demonstrate for the first time that abstract syntactic rules transfer anomalously from one language to the other, even when such rules exist only in one language.
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Introduction

Language syntax is an abstract, rule-based mechanism in which combinatorial operations govern the classification and use of words (Chomsky, 1995). It remains unknown, however, which mechanisms underlie the creation of such linguistic rules, and whether syntactic analysis is performed on the basis of lexical-phonological regularities or whether abstract rules are extracted that can be applied through generalization (Plunkett and Marchman, 1993; Elman, 1998). In the current study, we tested the possibility of implicit syntactic transfer between languages in early adult bilinguals to determine whether the implementation of abstract linguistic rules relies on lexical–phonological associations (Thierry and Wu, 2007; Wu and Thierry, 2010; Wu et al., 2013) or syntactic contingencies (Loebell and Bock, 2003; Hartsuiker et al., 2004; Scheutz and Eberhard, 2004; Thierry and Sanoudaki, 2012). This allowed us to characterize the mechanisms by which syntax can generalize across languages.

We recorded electrophysiological brain responses in Welsh-English bilinguals reading English sentences. All test sentences ended in onewords created by substituting the initial consonant of the final word with a consonant that produced either a mutated or an aberrant form, according to the Welsh mutation rule (e.g., “p” substituted by “b”-mutated, or “g”-aberrant). Syntactic structure was manipulated such that the Welsh translation of the English sentences required a word-final mutation or not. For example, the soft mutation rule in Welsh imposes a change to the initial consonant of a noun following specific syntactic triggers (Ball and Müller, 1992), which can be nonadjacent to the mutated word, and is defined as a morphosyntactically driven process (Harlow, 1989). This allowed us to distinguish between brain processing of expected and unexpected initial consonants of the final noun, depending on the syntactic context. The phonological mismatch negativity (PMN) is an event-related potential (ERP) index that is sensitive to lexical processing modulated by phonological expectation formed on the basis of the initial letter of a word, and peaks between 250 and 300 ms poststimulus (Connolly and Phillips, 1994; Hagoort and Brown, 2000; Díaz and Swaab, 2007). Assuming that Welsh syntactic rules are active during reading in English, we hypothesized that PMN amplitude would be reduced for mutated word forms, but only in sentences that would elicit a soft mutation if they had been encountered in Welsh.

We also manipulated phonological overlap between English and Welsh, such that in half of the experimental trials, the final word and its mutated form shared their initial consonant with their Welsh translations (Table 1). If syntactic transfer between languages occurs as a result of cross-language lexical associations (Thierry and Wu, 2007; Wu and Thierry, 2010; Wu et al., 2013), we expected a PMN reduction only when the English word and its translation in Welsh shared their initial consonant. However, if syntactic transfer occurs as a result of implementing abstract morphosyntactic rules, the PMN reduction should also be observed when there is no overlap between Welsh and English.

Materials and Methods

Participants. Nineteen Welsh-English bilinguals (5 males, 14 females) were included in the analysis on the basis of good knowledge of the Welsh soft mutation rule, which was assessed via a written sentence completion test (cutoff score, >65%), and self-reported that they were native language Welsh speakers, having learned English from an early age (mean age, 4.9
Results

We analyzed ERP amplitudes over six electrodes where the PMN is known to be maximal (linear derivation of FCZ, FC2, FC4, CZ, C2, and C4; Connolly and Phillips, 1994; Fig 1) by means of a repeated-measures ANOVA with mutation context (mutation vs no mutation), word form (mutated vs aberrant), and phoneme overlap between languages (overlap vs no overlap) as independent variables.

We found no main effect of mutation context, word form, or phoneme overlap. However, there was a significant mutation context $\times$ word form interaction ($F_{1,18} = 6.076, p = 0.024$). Post hoc paired-samples $t$ tests revealed that correctly mutated words elicited less negative PMN amplitudes than aberrant words when presented in a mutation context ($t_{18} = 3.066, p = 0.007$, Bonferroni correction), and this was not the case in no mutation contexts ($t_{18} = -0.09, p = 0.926$). No other significant interactions were found. In particular, phoneme overlap between English and Welsh did not interact with the mutation context effect ($F_{1,18} = 0.349, p = 0.562$). Finally, analyses in earlier time windows (N1 and P2) did not show significant differences in amplitude between experimental conditions.

Discussion

Here, we questioned whether syntactic rules of one language may transfer to the other language of bilinguals by testing for a covert influence of Welsh mutations applied to English material. We found that English words mutated into nonwords according to Welsh mutation rules are more easily integrated within a sentence context that requires a mutation in Welsh compared with these same nonwords presented in a nonmutation context.

Implicit transfer of Welsh syntactic mutation rules was indexed by a reduction of mean amplitude in the range of the PMN, an ERP modulation known to be sensitive to phonological expectation and phonetic stimulus properties (Connolly and Phillips, 1994; Hagoort and Brown, 2000; Diaz and Swaab, 2007). It is noteworthy that such phonological expectancy effects are also found in reading tasks (Savill and Thierry, 2011; Savill et al., 2011). If predictions normally applying to the Welsh language were also made in relation to English words, we expected reduced PMN amplitude for mutated relative to aberrant word forms, according to the grammatical context.

Importantly, the effect reported here is not merely an artificial process triggered by the use of nonwords in the experiment, because a PMN modulation can only be elicited when participants make predictions regarding the upcoming final word and, in particular, its first phoneme. If the effect was merely triggered by the encounter of a nonword, there is no reason why participants should expect a particular phoneme rather than another, unless they engaged in syntactic processing governed by the rules of the Welsh language. Also we note that filler sentences ended in a correct English completion word, and therefore that participants did not systematically approach the final word as a nonword.

Crucially, this effect was found regardless of phonological overlap between English words and their Welsh translation equivalents. Indeed, language-nonspecific lexical access (Thierry and Wu, 2007, Wu and Thierry, 2010, Wu et al., 2013) fails to account for the results obtained here. If the effect reported here could be accounted for by nonselective lexical access alone, we would expect it to occur only when the initial phonemes of the
word were identical in English and Welsh. The finding that participants appeared to apply the Welsh mutation rule even in the absence of phonological overlap between languages demonstrates that it is based on the implementation of a morphosyntactic rule. Beyond the issue of phonological overlap, the timing of the effect is also incompatible with a lexical mediation account since priming was observed here between 260 and 360 ms, which is considerably earlier than the time period in previous studies of spontaneous access to translation equivalents (Thierry and Wu, 2007). Furthermore, this finding is compatible with results from an electrophysiological study demonstrating word-order transfer in bilinguals (Thierry and Sanoudaki, 2012) and with results from behavioral studies demonstrating cross-linguistic syntactic priming (Hartsuiker et al., 2004).

The use of ERPs in the current study presents an important methodological breakthrough in the investigation of syntactic processing in adult bilinguals, providing unique insights into covert transfer of syntactic rules from one language to another within the same individual (Wu and Thierry, 2013). Our findings therefore provide strong support for theories positing rule-based representation of syntax in proficient adult readers (Opitz and Friederici, 2004; Doeller et al., 2006).

The current study provides the first tangible evidence for spontaneous and anomalous transfer of syntax between languages, even at the level of subtle morphosyntactic changes elicited by a rule alien to English. These data suggest that transfer relies on abstract syntactic representations rather than lexical–phonological associations and lend strong support to theories positing rule-based representation of syntax. Future studies will shed more light on the developmental dynamics of syntactic transfer.
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Figure 1. ERPs elicited by mutated and aberrant nonwords collapsed across conditions of phoneme overlap and no phoneme overlap. The plain gray box indicates the window of analysis in which mean ERP amplitude significantly differ between conditions (260–360 ms poststimulus).